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ABSTRACT

Users tend to articulate their complex information needs in only a few keywords, making underspecified statements of request the main bottleneck for retrieval effectiveness. Taking advantage of feedback information is one of the best ways to enrich the query representation, but can also lead to loss of query focus and harm performance—in particular when the initial query retrieves only little relevant information—when overfitting to accidental features of the particular observed feedback documents. Inspired by the early work of Luhn [24], we propose significant words language models of feedback documents that capture all, and only, the significant shared terms from feedback documents. We adjust the weights of common terms that are already well explained by the document collection as well as the weight of rare terms that are only explained by specific feedback documents, which eventually results in having only the significant terms left in the feedback model.

Our main contributions are the following. First, we present significant words language models as the effective models capturing the essential terms and their probabilities. Second, we apply the resulting models to the relevance feedback task, and see a better performance over the state-of-the-art methods. Third, we see that the estimation method is remarkably robust making the models insensitive to noisy non-relevant terms in feedback documents. Our general observation is that the significant words language models more accurately capture relevance by excluding general terms and feedback document specific terms.

Keywords: Significant Words Language Models; Relevance Feedback; Pseudo Relevance Feedback.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the key factors affecting search quality is the fact that our queries are ultra-short statements of our complex information needs. Query expansion has been proven to be an effective technique to bring agreement between user information need and relevant documents [14]. Taking feedback information into account is a common approach for enriching the representation of queries and consequently improving retrieval performance. In True Relevance Feedback (TRF), given a set of judged documents either explicitly assessed by the user or implicitly inferred from user behavior, the system tries to enrich the query to improve the performance of the retrieval. However, feedback information is not available in most practical settings. An alternate approach is Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF), also called blind relevance feedback, which uses the top-ranked documents in the initial retrieved results for the feedback.

The main goal of feedback systems is to make use of feedback documents to estimate more accurate query models representing the notion of relevance. However, although documents in the feedback set contain relevant information, there is always also non-relevant information. For instance, in PRF, some documents in the feedback set might be non-relevant, or in TRF, some documents, despite the fact that they are relevant, may act like poison pills [38] by hurting the performance of feedback systems, since they also contain off-topic information. Such non-relevant information can distract the feedback model by adding bad expansion terms, leading to topic drift [17, 28]. It has been shown that based on this observation, existing feedback systems are able to improve the performance of the retrieval if feedback documents are not only relevant, but also have a dedicated interest in the topic [17]. Given that taking advantage of feedback documents requires a robust and effective method to prevent topic drift caused by accidental, non-relevant terms brought in by broader topic or multiple topics documents in the feedback set.

This paper introduces significant words language models (SWLM) to extract a language model of feedback documents that captures the essential terms representing a mutual notion of relevance, i.e. a representation of characteristic terms which are supported by all the feedback documents. The general idea of SWLM is inspired by the early work of Luhn [24], in which he argues that to extract significant words by avoiding both common observations and rare observations. More precisely, Luhn assumed that frequency data can be used to measure the significance of words to represent a document. Considering Zipf’s Law, he simply devised a counting technique for finding significant words. He specified two cut-offs, an upper and lower (see Figure 1), to exclude non-significant words.
which generally tries to remove background terms from the feedback which is a latent model representing the notion of relevance. Then, to do so, in order to estimate SWLM, it is assumed that terms in the set of top seven relevant documents retrieved for topic 374 of the TREC Robust04 test collection. Terms in each list are selected from top 50 terms of the models estimated after stop word removal. Standard-LM is the language model estimated using MLE considering feedback documents as a single document. SMM is the language model estimated using simple mixture model [46], one of the most powerful feedback approaches, which generally tries to remove background terms from the feedback set. General-LM denotes the probability of terms to be common based on their overall occurrence in the collection and Specific-LM determines the probability of terms to be specific in the feedback set, i.e. being frequent in one of the feedback documents but not the others. The way General-LM and Specific-LM are estimated will be discussed in detail ahead. And the last model in the figure is SWLM, which is the extracted latent model with regards to General-LM and Specific-LM, using our proposed approach.

As can be seen, considering feedback documents as a mixture of feedback model and collection model, SMM penalizes some general terms like “time” and “year” by decreasing their probabilities. However, since some frequent words in the feedback set are not frequent in the whole collection, their probabilities are boosted, like “Palestinian” and “Arafat”, while they are not good indicators for the whole feedback set. The point is although these terms are frequently observed, they only occur in some feedback documents not most of them, which means that they are in fact “specific” terms, not significant terms. By estimating both general model and specific model and taking them into consideration, SWLM tries to control the contribution of each feedback document in the feedback model, based on its merit, and prevent the estimated model to be affected by indistinct or off-topic terms, resulting in a significant model that reflects the notion of relevance.

The main aim of this paper is to develop an approach to estimate a robust model from a set of documents that captures all, and only, the essential shared commonalities of these documents. Having the task of feedback in information retrieval as the application, we break this down into three concrete research questions:

RQ1 How to estimate significant words language models for a set of feedback documents capturing a mutual notion of relevance?

RQ2 How effective are significant words language models in (pseudo) relevance feedback?

RQ3 How do significant words language models prevent the feedback model to be affected by non-relevant terms of non-relevant or partially relevant feedback documents?

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, in Section 2 we review related work. Then, we explain our approach for estimating significant words language models in Section 3. Sections 4, 5, and 6 present the experimental setup, the results of the experiments on the tasks of TRF and PRF, and comprehensive analysis on the robustness of the proposed approach. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses extensions as future work.

2. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss about related studies in the problem of feedback in information retrieval. First, we talk about different feedback approaches in particular methods in the language modeling framework. Then, after discussing initiatives focusing on the task of TRF and PRF, we will discuss the main challenges of this tasks and some already proposed methods which address them.

Table: Significant terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prize</td>
<td>5.55e-02</td>
<td>new 3.70e-03</td>
<td>prize 6.07e-02</td>
<td>prize 6.02e-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nobel</td>
<td>3.36e-02</td>
<td>cent 2.99e-03</td>
<td>nobel 4.37e-02</td>
<td>nobel 4.53e-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>physics</td>
<td>2.35e-02</td>
<td>two 2.97e-03</td>
<td>awards 3.43e-02</td>
<td>science 2.68e-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>science</td>
<td>2.18e-02</td>
<td>dollars 2.76e-03</td>
<td>chemistry 3.23e-02</td>
<td>award 2.43e-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>... 1.68e-02</td>
<td>people 2.71e-03</td>
<td>physics 2.82e-02</td>
<td>physics 1.94e-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palestinian</td>
<td>1.34e-02</td>
<td>time ... 2.47e-03</td>
<td>palestinian 9.18e-02</td>
<td>winner 1.90e-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year</td>
<td>1.34e-02</td>
<td>year 2.16e-03</td>
<td>marcus 1.69e-02</td>
<td>winner 1.90e-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Extracting significant terms from relevant feedback documents. (topic 374 of the TREC Robust04 test collection: “Nobel prize winners”)

In a way, this paper completes the cycle implementing the vision of Luhn. We introduce a meaningful translation of both specificity and generality against significance in the context of the feedback problem and propose an effective way of establishing a representation consistent of significant words, by parsimonizing the feedback model toward not only the common observations, but also the rare observations.

Generally speaking, SWLM is the language model estimated from the set of feedback documents which is “specific” enough to distinguish the features of the feedback documents from other documents by removing general terms, and in the same time, “general” enough to capture all the shared features of feedback documents as the notion of relevance, by excluding document specific terms. To do so, in order to estimate SWLM, it is assumed that terms in the feedback documents are drawn from three models: 1. General model, representative of common observations, 2. Specific model, representative of partial observations, and 3. Significant words model which is a latent model representing the notion of relevance. Then, it tries to extract the latent significant words model as the feedback language model.

Figure 2 shows an example of estimating language models from the set of top seven relevant documents retrieved for topic 374, “Nobel prize winners”, of the TREC Robust04 test collection. Terms in each list are selected from top 50 terms of the models estimated after stop word removal. Standard-LM is the language model estimated using MLE considering feedback documents as a single document. SMM is the language model estimated using simple mixture model [46], one of the most powerful feedback approaches, which generally tries to remove background terms from the feedback model. General-LM denotes the probability of terms to be common based on their overall occurrence in the collection and Specific-LM determines the probability of terms to be specific in the feedback set, i.e. being frequent in one of the feedback documents but not the others. The way General-LM and Specific-LM are estimated will be discussed in detail ahead. And the last model in the figure is SWLM, which is the extracted latent model with regards to General-LM and Specific-LM, using our proposed approach.

[...]

[...] our approach bears some resemblance with early work on information retrieval by Luhn, who specifies two word frequency cut-offs, an upper and a lower to exclude non-significant words. The words exceeding the upper cut-off are considered to be common and those below the lower cut-off rare, and therefore not contributing significantly to the content of the document. Unlike Luhn, we do not exclude rare words and we do not have simple frequency cut-offs [...]

There have been efforts to bring this idea into the feedback systems, like mixture models [46] and parsimonious language models [18]. They tried to make the feedback model better by eliminating the effect of common terms from the model. However, instead of using fixed frequency cut-offs, they made use of a more advanced way to do this. Hiemstra et al. stated the following in their paper:

[...] our approach bears some resemblance with early work on information retrieval by Luhn, who specifies two word frequency cut-offs, an upper and a lower to exclude non-significant words. The words exceeding the upper cut-off are considered to be common and those below the lower cut-off rare, and therefore not contributing significantly to the content of the document. Unlike Luhn, we do not exclude rare words and we do not have simple frequency cut-offs [...]

In a way, this paper completes the cycle implementing the vision of Luhn. We introduce a meaningful translation of both specificity and generality against significance in the context of the feedback problem and propose an effective way of establishing a representation consistent of significant words, by parsimonizing the feedback model toward not only the common observations, but also the rare observations.

Generally speaking, SWLM is the language model estimated from the set of feedback documents which is “specific” enough to distinguish the features of the feedback documents from other documents by removing general terms, and in the same time, “general” enough to capture all the shared features of feedback documents as the notion of relevance, by excluding document specific terms. To do so, in order to estimate SWLM, it is assumed that terms in the feedback documents are drawn from three models: 1. General model, representative of common observations, 2. Specific model, representative of partial observations, and 3. Significant words model which is a latent model representing the notion of relevance. Then, it tries to extract the latent significant words model as the feedback language model.

Figure 2 shows an example of estimating language models from the set of top seven relevant documents retrieved for topic 374, “Nobel prize winners”, of the TREC Robust04 test collection. Terms in each list are selected from top 50 terms of the models estimated after stop word removal. Standard-LM is the language model estimated using MLE considering feedback documents as a single document. SMM is the language model estimated using simple mixture model [46], one of the most powerful feedback approaches, which generally tries to remove background terms from the feedback model. General-LM denotes the probability of terms to be common based on their overall occurrence in the collection and Specific-LM determines the probability of terms to be specific in the feedback set, i.e. being frequent in one of the feedback documents but not the others. The way General-LM and Specific-LM are estimated will be discussed in detail ahead. And the last model in the figure is SWLM, which is the extracted latent model with regards to General-LM and Specific-LM, using our proposed approach.

As can be seen, considering feedback documents as a mixture of feedback model and collection model, SMM penalizes some general terms like “time” and “year” by decreasing their probabilities. However, since some frequent words in the feedback set are not frequent in the whole collection, their probabilities are boosted, like “Palestinian” and “Arafat”, while they are not good indicators for the whole feedback set. The point is although these terms are frequently observed, they only occur in some feedback documents not most of them, which means that they are in fact “specific” terms, not significant terms. By estimating both general model and specific model and taking them into consideration, SWLM tries to control the contribution of each feedback document in the feedback model, based on its merit, and prevent the estimated model to be affected by indistinct or off-topic terms, resulting in a significant model that reflects the notion of relevance.

The main aim of this paper is to develop an approach to estimate a robust model from a set of documents that captures all, and only, the essential shared commonalities of these documents. Having the task of feedback in information retrieval as the application, we break this down into three concrete research questions:

RQ1 How to estimate significant words language models for a set of feedback documents capturing a mutual notion of relevance?

RQ2 How effective are significant words language models in (pseudo) relevance feedback?

RQ3 How do significant words language models prevent the feedback model to be affected by non-relevant terms of non-relevant or partially relevant feedback documents?

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, in Section 2 we review related work. Then, we explain our approach for estimating significant words language models in Section 3. Sections 4, 5, and 6 present the experimental setup, the results of the experiments on the tasks of TRF and PRF, and comprehensive analysis on the robustness of the proposed approach. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses extensions as future work.

2. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss about related studies in the problem of feedback in information retrieval. First, we talk about different feedback approaches in particular methods in the language modeling framework. Then, after discussing initiatives focusing on the task of TRF and PRF, we will discuss the main challenges of this tasks and some already proposed methods which address them.

It has been shown that there is a limitation on providing increasingly better results for retrieval systems only based on the original query [40]. So, it is crucial to reformulate the search request using terms which reflect the user’s information need to improve the performance of the retrieval systems. To address this issue, automatic feedback methods for information retrieval were introduced.
fifty years ago [34] and have been extensively studied during past decades. As the earliest relevance feedback approach in information retrieval, the Rocchio method [34] is proposed in the vector processing environments for changing the query vector to be similar to the relevant documents vectors and dissimilar to the non-relevant documents vectors. Later, probabilistic methods were proposed to select expansion terms from feedback documents based on a term weighting approach [32, 39]. With the development of language models, several feedback approaches have been proposed in this framework to improve the query language model [18, 22, 27, 37, 46]. The mixture model [46], is one of the well-known feedback methods in the language modeling framework which empirically performs well. The idea is to extract a discriminative language model of feedback documents by decreasing weights of the background terms. As an extension to this model, the regularized mixture model has been proposed by Tao and Zhai [37] which not only involves the query model in the estimated feedback model but also has document-specific mixing coefficients to let different documents have a different amount of background terms.

In the relevance model (RM) [1, 22] given the query, a model is estimated as a multinomial distribution over terms that indicates the likelihood of each term given the query as the evidence, based on the occurrences of term together with the query terms in the feedback documents. In a comparable study conducted by Zhai and Lafferty [46], it has been shown that RM3 as a variant of the relevance model is one of the best performing methods which is strongly robust. Divergence minimization [46] is also one of the feedback approaches in the language modeling framework which tries to estimate a feedback model which is close to the language model of every feedback document but far from the collection language model as an approximation of the non-relevant language model. This method generates a highly skewed feedback model which makes it unable to perform well. Recently, Lv and Zhai [27] proposed the maximum-entropy divergence minimization model that, by adding an entropy term, regularizes the original divergence minimization model leading to significant improvements in the performance of the original method.

Parsimonious language model [18] is one of the models employed for feedback [19, 20, 29]. Generally, it tries to describe the feedback model using fewer number of parameters and similar to the mixture model, the common words in the collection are removed from the model in the estimation process which leads to a more lean and mean language model. Zamani et al. [44] considering the feedback problem as a recommendation problem, made use of matrix factorization in order for predicting expansion terms in a weighted manner. There are also some research that employ the similarity of distributed representation of terms as semantic similarity to improve the performance of feedback [30, 31, 43].

Besides the ad hoc studies, there have been some initiatives with the aim of investigation and study the problem of (pseudo-)relevance feedback in detail. In 2003, Reliable Information Access (RIA) Workshop [14, 42] was organized with the goal of understanding the contributions of both system variability factors and topic variability factors to the overall retrieval variability in feedback. Later on in 2008, the Relevance Feedback track was intended as one the TREC tracks and it has been continued for two more years. The initial goal of the TREC Relevance Feedback track was evaluating and comparing different feedback methods [2]. In the next years, besides the comparison of different methods, they tried to investigate some properties of documents and how they affect the relevance feedback performance. More precisely, the tasks focus on studying the notion of what is a good document for relevance feedback and how a system can recognize a good document [3]. In addition to the Relevance Feedback track, the Robust track in TREC defined one of the goals to improve the consistency of feedback systems by focusing on the poorly performing topics [41].

Applying feedback deteriorates the performance of retrieval in some topics, especially in pseudo relevance feedback in which the performance of the feedback run strongly depends on the quality of the top documents in the initial run [6, 14]. On the other hand, using some documents (even relevant documents) might harm the feedback performance [26, 38]. Hence, there are some challenges in the feedback problem like how to determine whether applying the feedback improves the performance for a specific topic, and how to measure the quality of each feedback document and how to incorporate this information in the feedback process. He and Ounis [16] proposed to examine the interests of feedback documents to the query topic using Entropy, which estimates the distribution of query terms in the feedback documents to see to which degree the feedback documents are interested in the topic. In other work [17] they try to detect good feedback documents in PRF by grouping documents employing some features like the probability of the query terms in the feedback document, the similarity of each feedback documents with other feedback documents, and closeness of expansion terms to the regional query terms. Tao and Zhai [36] proposed a two-stage mixture model in which taking the query as a relevant prior, feedback documents are divided into relevant and background documents and only the documents in the relevant group are employed for updating the query model. Collins-Thompson and Callan [7] tried to model feedback uncertainty to improve the robustness. They proposed to perform sampling over the feedback documents as well as the query to generate different sets of feedback documents and several query variants. Then, combining different feedback models from alternative sets, the robustness of the feedback model can be improved.

Arguably, the key issue in the feedback is robustness in terms of being able to deal with non-relevant terms from non-relevant or partially relevant documents. Our proposed approach addresses the robustness problem head on. This is achieved by using the information from the collection and other feedback documents to control the contribution of documents in the feedback model regarding their merit, and to avoid the selection of non-relevant expansion terms.

### 3. Significant Words Language Models

In this section, we address our first research question: “How to estimate significant words language models for a set of feedback documents capturing a mutual notion of relevance?” First, we briefly discuss feedback in language modeling, then, we explain how SWLM is estimated in detail.

#### 3.1 Feedback in Language Models

Language modeling is a powerful framework used for information retrieval in which the user information need is represented by query language model, $\theta_q$, that is typically estimated based on the original query usingMLE: $p(t|\theta_q) = \frac{c(t,q)}{|q|}$, where $c(t,q)$ is the frequency of term $t$ in $q$ and $|q|$ is the total number of terms in the query. Then, usually having the smoothed language model of documents, the KL-divergence retrieval model [21] is employed to score documents based on the negative KL-divergence between the estimated language models of the query and each document:

$$Score(d,q) = D(\theta_q||\theta_d)$$

In order to employ relevance feedback in language modeling framework, a feedback language model, $\theta_F$, is estimated using
where \( \alpha \) controls the amount of feedback. Thereafter the expanded query model is used in Equation 1 for ranking the documents.

The main goal of different feedback approaches is to estimate an effective feedback model, \( \theta_F \), from the set of feedback documents. In the next section, we explain how to estimate significant words language models as a proper model for representing feedback documents and we show that using SWLM as the feedback model in Equation 2 for expanding the query, improves the performance of retrieval system in the feedback runs.

### 3.2 Estimating SWLM

In order to estimate significant words language models, we assume that there are three models from which each document in the feedback set is generated as a mixture sampling from these models: significant words model, general model, and specific model. The significant words model represents the latent model that is desirable to be employed for query expansion (i.e. feedback model) and is a distribution of terms reflecting the notion of relevance. However, the general model and specific model do not necessarily represent topic-centric models. In a way, they are supposed to represent the distribution of terms that are not considered as relevant information.

To extract these two models, patterns of the occurrences of terms in different documents are taken into consideration. In loose terms, the general model represents common observed terms and the specific model represents the partially observed terms, which we assume as two different patterns of distribution of non-significant terms.

Each model is represented using a terms distribution, or a unigram language model, \( \theta_{sw} \), \( \theta_g \), and \( \theta_s \). Based on the generative model, each term in a feedback document is generated by sampling from a mixture of these three models independently. Thus, the probability of appearance of the term \( t \) in the document \( d \) is as follows:

\[
p(t|d) = \lambda_{sd,sw} p(t|\theta_{sw}) + \lambda_{sd,g} p(t|\theta_g) + \lambda_{sd,s} p(t|\theta_s),
\]

where \( \lambda_{sd,x} \) stands for \( p(\theta_x|d) \) which is the probability of choosing the model \( \theta_x \) given the document \( d \).

Based on the patterns of term occurrences in the documents as external knowledge, we estimate \( \theta_g \) and \( \theta_s \) and make them fixed in the estimation process as infinitely strong priors. We consider the collection model, \( \theta_C \), as an estimation for \( \theta_g \):

\[
p(t|\theta_g) = p(t|\theta_C) = \sum_{\sum' \in \mathcal{V}} \frac{c(t', C)}{c(t', C)}.
\]

where \( c(t, C) \) is the frequency of term \( t \) in the collection. This way, terms that are well explained in the collection model get high probability and are considered as general terms.

Furthermore, we define specificity in the context of feedback problem as being supported by part of the feedback documents but not all. We estimate \( \theta_s \) to represent the probability of a term being partially observed as follows, and normalize all the probabilities using Softmax normalization, to recover the probability values and establish a well-formed distribution:

\[
p(t|\theta_s) \leftarrow \frac{\text{Softmax}}{\text{Normalization}} \sum_{d \in \mathcal{F}} \frac{p(t|\theta_s)}{\sum_{d \in \mathcal{F}} p(t|\theta_s)} \prod_{d \in \mathcal{F}} (1 - p(t|\theta_d)),
\]

where \( P(t|\theta_d) = c(t,d) / \sum_{t \in \mathcal{V}} c(t,d) \). Intuitively, Equation 5 calculates the probability of term \( t \) to be a specific term. To this end, it considers the probability of a term to be important in one of the document models but not others, marginalizing over all feedback documents. This way, terms that are well explained in only one feedback document but not others get higher probabilities and are considered as insignificant specific terms.

Having the above assumptions, the goal is to fit the log-likelihood model of generating all terms in the feedback documents to discover the term distribution of the significant words model, \( \theta_{sw} \). Let \( \mathcal{F} = \{d_1, \ldots, d_F\} \) be the set of feedback documents. The log-likelihood function for the entire set of feedback documents is:

\[
\log p(\mathcal{F} | \mathcal{Y}) = \sum_{d \in \mathcal{F}} \sum_{t \in \mathcal{V}} c(t, d) \log \left( \sum_{x \in \{sw, g, s\}} \lambda_{d,x} p(t|\theta_x) \right),
\]

where \( c(t, d) \) is the frequency of the term \( t \) in the document \( d \), and \( \mathcal{Y} \) determines the set of all parameters that should be estimated, \( \mathcal{Y} = \{\lambda_{d,sw}, \lambda_{d,g}, \lambda_{d,s}\} \in \mathcal{F} \cup \{\theta_{sw}\} \).

To fit our model, we estimate the parameters using the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator. Therefore, assuming that documents are represented by a multinomial distribution over the terms, we solve the following problem:

\[
\mathcal{Y}^* = \arg \max_{\mathcal{Y}} p(\mathcal{F} | \mathcal{Y})
\]

Assuming that \( X_{d,t} \in \{sw, g, s\} \) is a hidden variable indicating which model has been used to generate the term \( t \) in the document \( d \), we can compute the parameters using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. The stages of the EM algorithm are as follows:

**E-Step**

\[
p(X_{d,t} = x) = \frac{p(\theta_x|d)p(t|\theta_x)}{\sum_{\theta_x \in \{sw, g, s\}} p(\theta_x|d)p(t|\theta_x)}
\]

**M-Step**

\[
\lambda_{d,x} = p(\theta_x|d) = \frac{\sum_{t \in \mathcal{V}} c(t, d) p(X_{d,t} = x)}{\sum_{t' \in \{sw, g, s\}} \sum_{t \in \mathcal{V}} c(t', d) p(X_{d,t} = x')}
\]

It is noteworthy that estimating general and specific models (\( \theta_g \) and \( \theta_s \)) in advance and assuming them as the fixed priors in the EM algorithm, not only helps the EM converge fast (in average less than 100 iterations in our experiments) and the whole procedure to be efficient, but also makes the significant words model \( \theta_s \) becomes more rigid and accurate and reduces the number of local optimums for \( \lambda \) of different models.

As explained above, besides removing common terms by advocating terms that are relatively rare in the collection, the main contribution of our proposed approach is that it eliminates specific terms by favoring terms occurring in all the feedback documents, not only some of them. There are some previously proposed methods that do this to some degree implicitly. For example by scoring a term based on the multiplication or summation of its probabilities in different feedback documents [22], which will be high if it occurs frequently and evenly in all of them, or by considering the portion of feedback documents that have the term [33], which will be high if all of them have the term. However, in these methods the high frequency of a term in a small portion of feedback documents may compensate a low frequency in others. In our approach the frequency of a term is a privilege, and unless the term frequency is supported by almost all documents the term will be penalized because of its low prevalence.

As a toy example to better understand this, consider we have a set of feedback documents with similar RSV, \( \mathcal{F} = d_1, d_2, d_3 \), that are
all and only relevant documents for the given query, and consider we have two terms $t_1$, where $\{p(t_1|d_i \in F)\} = \{0.1, 0.1, 0.1\}$ and $t_2$, where $\{p(t_2|d_i \in F)\} = \{0.02, 0.02, 0.5\}$. Also assume that both $t_1$ and $t_2$ have same DF, as well as same TF in the query and the overall collection. In this case, previous methods give a higher score to $t_2$ compared to $t_1$, while our approach penalizes $t_2$ more than $t_1$, because it has a very high probability in one document and it is not well supported by other feedback documents, hence $t_2$ probably is a document specific term.

### 3.3 Regularized SWLM

In the significant words language models, the original query model has not been considered for estimating the feedback model. Thus, in case of having a few relevant documents in the feedback set for a query, the model could be distracted by non-relevant information and converge to a local optimum point. To cope with this problem, and avoid degradation in the performance, a solution is to involve information from the original query [13]. Inspired by the work by Tao and Zhai [37], we modify the estimation process of SWLM and estimate Regularized Significant Words Language Models (RSWLM) by incorporating the extra knowledge from the query model. We define a prior parameter and employ maximum a posteriori to fit the model to feedback documents and solve the following problem:

$$Y^* = \arg \max_x P(F|T) P(T)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

We define the a conjugate Dirichlet prior on $\theta_{sw}$ as follows:

$$p(\theta_{sw}) \propto \prod_{t \in T} p(t|\theta_{sw})^{\beta p(t|\theta)}; \hspace{1cm} (12)$$

where $\beta p(t|\theta)$ is the parameter of the Dirichlet distribution which in fact performs as the additional pseudo-count for $t$ to push the model $\theta_{sw}$ to assign a higher probability to term $t$ as it has a high probability in $\theta$. Generally speaking, this adds a bias in the estimation process to bend the feedback model toward the original query model. Here, the value of $\beta$ controls the amount of the bias. Taking the conjugate prior into account, we conduct the MAP estimation by updating Equation 9 in the EM algorithm as follows:

$$p(t|\theta_{sw}) \propto \frac{\sum_{d \in F} c(t,d)p(X_d,t = sw) + \beta p(t|\theta)}{\sum_{t' \in V} \sum_{d \in F} c(t',d)p(X_d,t' = sw) + \beta} \hspace{1cm} (13)$$

So, by modifying the EM algorithm, we consider our observation from the query model as a pseudo-document which makes the feedback model become more rigid. Similar to the approach in [37], we initialize $\beta$ with a large value, and then dynamically decrease its value in each EM iteration until the point that we have equal contributions of the original query and the feedback documents. Figure 3 represents the plate notation of regularized significant words language models. As it is shown, for each document the contribution of each of three models, $\lambda$s, are estimated. It can be seen that general model, $\theta$, and specific model, $\theta_{sw}$, are considered as external observers, which are involved in the estimation process as infinitely strong priors. It is noteworthy that fixing these parameters also helps to decrease the number of local maximums. As it is illustrated in the diagram, $\beta$ plays the role of regularizing parameter. The plate diagram of significant words language models would be the same, except there is no regularizing parameter in the model.

In this section, we explained the procedure of estimating SWLM and RSWLM in detail addressing the question “How to estimate significant words language models for a set of feedback documents capturing a mutual notion of relevance?” Establishing a model consisting only the significant words using the fixed cut-offs, as was originally proposed by Luhn [24], runs the risk of leaving good expansion terms out, especially trimming the model toward specific terms may lead to the loss of discriminative relevant terms that can have a high impact on retrieval effectiveness. In our approach, we use the idea of parsimonization which enables us to reduce this risk. On the other hand, estimating specific language model using Equation 5, makes a meaningful translation of specificity against the significance, which empowers our estimation process to retain the significant terms that are globally infrequent, but well supported by the feedback documents.

### 4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we describe the test collections used in our experiments as well as the settings of our experiments. We use the Robust04, WT10G, and GOV2 test collections, which are different in terms of both size and genre of documents. Information about each collection is summarized in Table 1.

We have employed the Lemur toolkit and Indri\(^1\) search engine to carry out our experiments. We have implemented SWLM and RSWLM in Lemur project framework. In all our experiments, we only use the “title” field of the TREC topics as queries. We have used the Porter stemmer for stemming all queries and document’s terms and removed stopwords using the standard InQuery stopword list. We have used the KL-Divergence model [21], with Dirichlet smoothing [45] as the retrieval model in all of the experiments, including initial retrievals as well as feedback runs. We set the Dirichlet smoothing prior to 1, 000. In the feedback runs, for each collection and each method, we have done full grid search and tuned three main parameters: the value of the feedback interpolation coefficient, the number of feedback documents, and the number of expansion terms, by dividing the queries into three folds and conducting 3-fold cross-validation with the same split for folding in all the experiments. Also we have tuned the free parameters of each method during the cross validation.

The Mean Average Precision (MAP) performance measure for top 1, 000 documents is presented as the evaluation metric. Moreover, we report P@10 (precision at 10) for PRF and P@20 (precision at 20) for TRF as the indicators of the precision for the first and two-first result pages, respectively. To avoid the ranking effect in the evaluation of the TRF task, we have used modified freezing technique in the evaluation of the results of these experiments [5, 13, 20].

---

\(^1\)http://www.lemurproject.org/
Thus, assuming the top-ranked documents yields the relevant documents which can be used to refine the query.

In our experiments, as the baseline methods, we have used the most popular unsupervised state-of-the-arts for the feedback task that are proposed in the language modeling framework. Our baseline methods are: the maximum likelihood estimation—without feedback (MLE) [21], the simple mixture model (SMM) [46], the divergence minimization model (DMM) [46], the relevance models (RM3 and RM4) [1, 22], the regularized mixture model (RMM) [37], and maximum-entropy divergence minimization model (MEDMM) [27].

## 5. SWLM FOR FEEDBACK

In this section, we investigate our second research question: “How effective are significant words language models in (pseudo) relevance feedback?” We report our experimental results to indicate the effectiveness of significant words language models and regularized significant words language models in the task of pseudo relevance feedback (PRF) and true relevance feedback (TRF) and compare them to the baseline methods.

### 5.1 Pseudo Relevance Feedback

Pseudo relevance feedback aims to expand the query to improve the performance of retrieval having no information about the judgements. In PRF, the underlying assumption is that the initial retrieval yields the relevant documents which can be used to refine the query. Thus, assuming the top-ranked documents \( \mathcal{F} = \{d_1, \ldots, d_F\} \) from the initial run as relevant, the feedback model \( \theta_F \) is estimated and used for the query expansion. Table 2 presents the results of employing significant words language models, regularized significant words language models as the feedback model as well as baseline methods on the task of PRF. As can be seen, RSWLM significantly outperforms all the baselines in terms of MAP in WT10G and GOV2 collections, that are noisy Web collections. Furthermore, it has the highest reliability of improvements in terms of Robustness Index in all the collections. In the PRF task, RSWLM works better than SWLM as it guides the estimator of the feedback model toward the query model and prevents it to be distracted by the noises of non-relevant documents.

Table 2: Performance of different systems on the task of PRF. * indicates that the improvements over no FB (MLE) and all the baseline feedback methods are statistically significant, at the 0.05 level using the paired two-tailed t-test with Bonferroni correction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Robust04</th>
<th>WT10G</th>
<th>GOV2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAP P@10</td>
<td>RI</td>
<td>MAP P@10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLE</td>
<td>0.2501</td>
<td>0.4253</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMM</td>
<td>0.2787</td>
<td>0.4416</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMM</td>
<td>0.2701</td>
<td>0.4370</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSM3</td>
<td>0.2937</td>
<td>0.4683</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM4</td>
<td>0.2690</td>
<td>0.4402</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMM</td>
<td>0.2681</td>
<td>0.4384</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDMM</td>
<td>0.2961</td>
<td>0.4719</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSWLM</td>
<td>0.2918</td>
<td>0.4674</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSWLM</td>
<td>0.2945</td>
<td>0.4704</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although it has been shown that PRF always improves the average performance of retrieval [14], under some parameter settings, for some topics it decreases the average precision. This is due to the fact that there might be some non-relevant documents in the feedback set containing non-relevant terms resulting to the topic drift in the extracted feedback model [4, 16, 17]. Thus, as one of the main challenging problems in PRF, it is necessary to control the contribution of different feedback documents for inclusion in the feedback model based on their merit [17] for a specific query.

### 5.2 Relevance Decomposition

Significant words language models empower our proposed feedback method to dynamically determine the quality of each document. Figure 4 addresses the question “How SWLM controls the contribution of feedback documents in the feedback model based on their level of relevancy?” In this figure, as a sample, we take top-100 documents as the feedback set and illustrate the average contribution of each of the significant words, general, and specific models in this documents, according to the weights learned in the regularized significant words language models.

It is an interesting observation that in all the collections the trend of the change in the contribution of three models is similar. In most cases, as the ranking goes down, the contribution of the significant words model decreases, which is in accordance with the relevance probability of documents based on their ranking. However, this decay is slower in the Robust04 dataset compared to WT10G and GOV2 datasets. This is likely because that Robust04 contains newswire articles, which are typically high-quality text data with little noise, in contrast to WT10G and GOV2 which are web collections containing a more heterogeneous set of documents.

Another interesting observation is that in all the collections we
As can be seen, SWLM and RSWLM are best methods in terms of MAP and RI in all the collections and in terms of P@20 in the Web collections. Since we have used the modified freezing technique [5, 35], in the feedback runs, almost the top 10 results are the same as the initial run, so the improvements in the P@20 metric is sort of a reflection for the precision of second 10 results (second page of SERP).

In the TRF task, although the relevancy information of documents are available, since documents can be multi-topic, it is still possible that the feedback mechanism selects the terms from non-relevant parts of the documents. In the Robust04, in which documents are not normally multi-topic, RM3 performs the best in terms of P@20. However, in the Web collections, which is more likely to contain multi-topic documents (partially relevant), SWLM, by controlling the effect of individual documents on the feedback model, significantly outperforms all the baselines.

Unlike the results in Table 2, in which RSWLM performs better than SWLM in terms of all metrics, in TRF, SWLM presents higher performance in terms of P@20. This might be due to the fact that in TRF, there is less noise and consequently less need to lead the feedback model toward the original query model. On the other hand, since RSWLM has no bias to the original query, it has the opportunity to retrieve some documents that are relevant but terms of the original query do not occur in them frequently.

In this section, we presented the results of SWLM and RSWLM in the tasks of PRF and TRF compared to the state-of-the-art methods, in detail addressing the question “How effective are significant words language models in (pseudo) relevance feedback?” We show that the new models are more effective than all previous methods, and also illustrated how they control the contribution of feedback documents in the feedback model based on their merit. Recall that our approach takes a considerable risk by removing specific terms that are the most powerful retrieval cues if relevant, making the feedback task a critical experiment in distinguishing relevant and non-relevant terms. These results provide strong support for effectiveness of significant words language models, and the general intuitions on the importance of building accurate models of relevance underlying them.

6. ROBUSTNESS
This section investigates our third research question: “How do significant words language models prevent the feedback model to be affected by non-relevant terms of non-relevant or partially relevant feedback documents?” We present analysis resulted from experiments designed to study the robustness of our proposed feedback approach.

6.1 Divergence from Relevance
As an experiment that we have designed to investigate the ability of the each feedback method to deal with noise in the PRF task, using top retrieved results, we measure the divergence of the estimated pseudo relevance feedback models, to the estimated true relevance models, that use only those documents from the top retrieved that are explicitly annotated as relevant. In fact, we investigate that how much a feedback method is able to estimate model from a mixture of relevant and non-relevant documents that are similar to the model estimated using only the relevant part. To this end, we calculate the JS-Divergence of the and for all the approaches and to avoid the effect of the size of the models on the value of divergence, we take top 500 terms of each model as the fixed length representative of the model.

Figure 5 shows the divergence of the and for different groups of queries with different ratio of relevant documents in top-10 documents, on all collections. As it is expected, in the queries that have a few documents in the top-10 documents are relevant, the divergence is high and two models getting to be the same when all top-10 documents are relevant. In Web collections, convergence of and are slower due to the fact that web documents are more noisy and it can be said that usually non-relevant retrieved

Table 3: Performance of the modified freezing of the results of different systems on the task of TRF. * indicates that the improvements over no FB and all the baseline feedback methods are statistically significant, at the 0.05 level using the paired two-tailed t-test with Bonferroni correction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Robust04</th>
<th>WT10G</th>
<th>GOV2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAP</td>
<td>P@20</td>
<td>RI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLE</td>
<td>0.2757</td>
<td>0.3949</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMM</td>
<td>0.3312</td>
<td>0.4829</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMM</td>
<td>0.3012</td>
<td>0.4638</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM3</td>
<td>0.3411</td>
<td>0.5001</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM4</td>
<td>0.3241</td>
<td>0.4766</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMM</td>
<td>0.3209</td>
<td>0.4719</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDMM</td>
<td>0.3380</td>
<td>0.4891</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWLM</td>
<td>0.3514</td>
<td>0.4920</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSWLM</td>
<td>0.3434</td>
<td>0.4911</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2 Dealing with Poison Pills

Although it has been shown that on average, the overall performance will be improved after feedback [14, 17], for some topics, employing some documents may decrease the average precision of the initial run. As we discussed, in the PRF, it could be due to the fact that the harming feedback documents are not relevant. However, this also could happen in the RF. This is because although the harming feedback document is relevant, there could be only a subset of it containing relevant information. So, adding off-topic terms from this document to the query results in losing the retrieval performance. These relevant documents that hurt the performance of retrieval after feedback are called “poison pills” [9, 14, 38, 42].

Terra and Warren [38] studied the effect of the poison pills. They used a single relevant document for feedback with several systems to find documents that make the precision drop in all systems. They showed that more than 5% of all relevant documents perform poorly and in one third of all topics there exists at least one bad relevant document which can decrease the performance of the retrieval after relevance feedback.

We have investigated this effect in the multiple feedback documents experiments. In these experiments, for each topic with more than ten relevant documents, we add relevant documents one by one, based on their ranking in the initial run, to the feedback set and keep the track of the change in the performance of the feedback run after adding each relevant document to the feedback set compared to the feedback run without its presence in the feedback set.

To evaluate the robustness of different systems against bad relevant documents, we define a variant of Robustness Index (RI) [7] to be applicable in the document level instead of topic level. For documents are farther from relevant retrieved documents, compared to Robust04 dataset. According to the charts in Figure 5, in all collections, SWLM and RSWLM have the least divergence in all the ratios. It means that our proposed models are more robust against being distracted by non-relevant documents. An interesting observation is that in all the collections, the behavior of SWLM and RSWLM are almost the same when at least half of the documents are relevant. In other words, we do not need regularization if at least half of the documents are of interest to the query’s topic, either completely or partially.

![Figure 5](image-url)  
**Figure 5**: divergence of true relevance feedback models and pseudo relevance feedback models in different systems, for queries with different ratio of relevant documents in top-10 results.

**Table 4**: Robustness of different systems against bad relevant documents based on $RI(D_r)$ measure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>SMM</th>
<th>DMM</th>
<th>RM3</th>
<th>RM4</th>
<th>RM5</th>
<th>MEDMM</th>
<th>SWLM</th>
<th>RSWLM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robust04</td>
<td>0.8663</td>
<td>0.7841</td>
<td>0.8716</td>
<td>0.8681</td>
<td>0.8843</td>
<td>0.8914 &amp; 0.9319 &amp; 0.9305</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT10G</td>
<td>0.8504</td>
<td>0.8190</td>
<td>0.8783</td>
<td>0.8961</td>
<td>0.8990</td>
<td>0.9082 &amp; 0.9583 &amp; 0.9608</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOV2</td>
<td>0.8456</td>
<td>0.8062</td>
<td>0.8809</td>
<td>0.8519</td>
<td>0.8910</td>
<td>0.8801 &amp; 0.9386 &amp; 0.9209</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 6](image-url)  
**Figure 6**: Dealing with poison pills: Effectiveness of different feedback systems facing with a bad relevant document in topic 374 of TREC Robust04.

a set of relevant documents, $D_r$, the RI measure is defined as: $RI(D_r) = \frac{N_r^+ - N_r^-}{|D_r|}$ where $N_r^+$ and $N_r^-$ denote number of relevant documents which adding them to the feedback set, based on the above setting, respectively helps or huts the performance of the feedback run in terms of AP, compared to the case of not including them. $|D_r|$ is total number of tested relevant documents. The higher the value of $RI(D_r)$ is, the more the method is robust against poison pills. Table 4 presents the $RI(D_r)$ of different systems on different datasets. As can be seen, both systems based on significant words language models are strongly robust against the effect of bad relevant documents in all datasets.

Furthermore, we have looked into the results of experiments in all the collections and extracted the set of poison pills, i.e. relevant documents that adding them to the feedback set decreases the performance of feedback in all the baseline systems (). Overall, we found 118 poison pills and we observed that the performance of RSWLM in these situations always has the least drop and in 92% of the cases, it provides the best average precision after adding the poison pill.

As it is discussed by Terra and Warren [38], poison pills are usually relevant documents which have either a broad topic, or several topics. In these situations, employing significant words language models enables the feedback system to control the contribution of these documents and prevents their specific or general terms affect the feedback model. Figure 6 shows how using significant words language model empowers the feedback system to deal with the poison pills. In this figure, the performance of different systems
In this section, we discussed the robustness of SWLM from different points of view through different experiments, in detail addressing the question “How do significant words language models prevent the feedback model to be affected by non-relevant or partially relevant feedback documents?” Results show that SWLM and RSWLM provides robustness against non-relevant or partially relevant documents in PRF, and poison pills in RF. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the performance of SWLM remains stable using different numbers of feedback documents.

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper concerns the problem of using feedback information to improve the performance of information retrieval. The main aim of this paper was to develop an approach to estimate a robust model from a set of documents that captures all, and only, the essential shared commonalities of these documents. Inspired by the discussion on the early work by Luhn [24] about significant words, we proposed significant words language models (SWLM) of feedback documents by avoiding the distracting effect of common observation as well as rare observation, resulting in models that represent the mutual notion of relevance. The idea is to estimate a feedback model that captures all, and only the essential terms. The model is specific enough to distinguish the features of the feedback documents from other documents by removing general terms, and in the same time, general enough to capture all the shared features of feedback documents as the notion of relevance, by excluding document specific terms.

Our first research question was: “How to estimate significant words language models for a set of feedback documents capturing a mutual notion of relevance?” We proposed an estimation process in which repeatedly the probability of common terms that are already well explained in the collection model are decreased, which removes the effect of general terms. At the same time, the estimation process increases the weight of terms that are frequent in one of the feedback documents but not others, which removes the effect of specific terms on the model. This way, the final model contains characteristic terms that are also supported by all the feedback documents.

Our second question was: “How effective are significant words language models in (pseudo) relevance feedback?” We showed that utilizing significant words language models as the feedback model presents promising performance on both TRF and PRF. Analysing the results, we indicated that the strength of SWLM and RSWLM in feedback is due the fact that they are capable of controlling the contribution of feedback documents in the feedback model based on their level of relevancy which copes with the problem of topic drift in query expansion.

Our third question was: “How do significant words language models prevent the feedback model to be affected by non-relevant or partially relevant feedback documents?” We assessed the robustness of significant words language models in different experiments. We showed that in PRF, both SWLM and RSWLM provide models that have less noise compared to the models of state-of-the-art methods. Furthermore, we presented results which indicate that compared to the other method, our proposed approaches have the least vulnerability against poison pills (relevant documents that hurt feedback performance) in the task of RF. Moreover, we tested sensitivity of our proposed approaches to the number of feedback documents in PRF and demonstrated that RSWLM effectively deals with several non-relevant documents.

Our general conclusion is that in order to have a feedback model consisting of significant words representing the mutual notion of relevance, it is necessary to not only avoid general terms as done in earlier work, but also specific terms that only represent unique characteristics of each particular observed feedback document. Based on this insight, SWLM presents models of feedback documents in which common and partial observations are left out by careful estimation. Our experiments confirm that this makes our model robust and effective in reflecting the mutual notion of relevance over the set of feedback documents.

The approach of this paper is broadly applicable to mixture models or multiple representations [8], hence can be applied to other kinds of data in different applications like group profiling for content personalization and recommendation [10, 15], multiple document

![Figure 7: Sensitivity of SWLM and RSWLM to the number of feedback documents.](image-url)
representations in classification or other poly-representation scenarios, or representing hierarchically structured data [11, 12]. We named our model, significant “words” language model in honor of Luhn, however, it could be employed in non-textual environments, since in general the idea is to extract significant “features” representing the shared essence of a group of objects. Moreover, the SWLM is decomposing the score or ‘retrieval status value’ of documents into three components: relevant, specific, and general, which provides new handles to investigate retrieval methods in order to better understand the concept of relevance in information retrieval, and provide more accurate unsupervised estimates of the probability of relevance. In turn, having such detailed information available allows us to study the effect of retrieved documents on users behavior in search environments based on their being relevant, specific or general, for example in query reformulation.
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